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What am I talking aboutWhat am I talking about??  

99T Horizontal Field Magnet for use on SANST Horizontal Field Magnet for use on SANS  

–– Specifically the neutron window at the bottom of the sample wellSpecifically the neutron window at the bottom of the sample well  

The cryostat and magnet The cryostat and magnet   

The original design using sapphire windowsThe original design using sapphire windows  

The same design but with titanium windowsThe same design but with titanium windows  

A new quartz A new quartz ““cupcup””  designdesign  

The how and why we moved between the threeThe how and why we moved between the three  

ConclusionsConclusions  



    

The Cryostat and MagnetThe Cryostat and Magnet  



    

Nitrogen Shield WindowsNitrogen Shield Windows  

 Bore Split 



    

  

PositivesPositives  

–– Low backgroundLow background  

–– Good sample accessGood sample access  

NegativesNegatives  

–– FragileFragile  

–– Difficult to repair or Difficult to repair or 

remakeremake  

–– Lacks space below Lacks space below 

beambeam  

Original Design FeaturesOriginal Design Features  

  

Titanium bodyTitanium body  

Four boltFour bolt//nut clamp nut clamp 

assyassy..  

Sapphire windowsSapphire windows  

StycastStycast  12661266  epoxyepoxy  



    

Sapphire BackgroundSapphire Background  

  



    

The Trouble BeginsThe Trouble Begins……QuicklyQuickly  

Window is blown out during Window is blown out during firstfirst  experimentexperiment((’’0303))  

–– This was user error This was user error ((I wonI won’’t name namest name names))  

We attempt to repair itWe attempt to repair it, , but failbut fail  

–– Discover epoxy solvent Discover epoxy solvent ((DynasolveDynasolve  165165) ) is nasty stuffis nasty stuff  

We send it back to the manufacturer for repairWe send it back to the manufacturer for repair  

–– This is very time consumingThis is very time consuming  

–– Could also be expensiveCould also be expensive  

With a lot more oversight the windows survive a With a lot more oversight the windows survive a 

few yearsfew years  

  

  



    

The Trouble ContinuesThe Trouble Continues  

Started having windows leak consistentlyStarted having windows leak consistently((’’0606))  

Had a number of successful repairs Had a number of successful repairs ((at least at least 

short termshort term)), , but it wasnbut it wasn’’t easyt easy  

–– Leaks were hard to locateLeaks were hard to locate  

–– It was difficult to remove only one windowIt was difficult to remove only one window  

–– Same nasty solventSame nasty solvent, , others didnothers didn’’t workt work  

New problemNew problem::  

–– Windows were leak tight until assembled in magnetWindows were leak tight until assembled in magnet  



    

Caused by stress from boltsCaused by stress from bolts  

Modify assembly toModify assembly to::  

–– Make indium seal with less forceMake indium seal with less force  

–– Prevent stress fracturing epoxy Prevent stress fracturing epoxy 
seals seals   

2 2 SS..SS. . clamp clamp / / 4 4 Al screw Al screw assyassy  

OutcomeOutcome::  

–– Windows still leaked Windows still leaked   

–– Easier installation though Easier installation though   

Clamp ModificationClamp Modification  



    

Titanium TimeTitanium Time  

Ti block damaged from Ti block damaged from 

multiple multiple ““repairsrepairs””  

Windows would not sealWindows would not seal  

Current assembly was Current assembly was 

scrapscrap  
  

Requirements for new designRequirements for new design::  
  
–– More robust sealing method More robust sealing method ((or no seals at allor no seals at all))  
–– Acceptable window materialAcceptable window material  
–– Manufactured inManufactured in--househouse  
–– Low risk design for nowLow risk design for now  
  
SolutionSolution::  
–– Ti windows welded into the current Ti bodyTi windows welded into the current Ti body  



    

The Short Term The Short Term   

Design FeaturesDesign Features::  

–– 0.880.88  mm thick Grade mm thick Grade 55  TiTi  

–– Welded directly into original Welded directly into original 

Ti bodyTi body  

–– Same clamp designSame clamp design  

–– Extremely robustExtremely robust  

–– Implemented quicklyImplemented quickly  

–– Ti was shown to be Ti was shown to be 

acceptable on SANSacceptable on SANS  

–– It workedIt worked!!  



    

Titanium BackgroundTitanium Background  

  



    

The Long TermThe Long Term  

At the same time we also started looking At the same time we also started looking 

into a long term solution with no into a long term solution with no 

compromisescompromises  

A design that would combine the low A design that would combine the low 

background of the sapphire windows with background of the sapphire windows with 

the durability and reliability of the Ti onesthe durability and reliability of the Ti ones  

  



    

Initial Quartz Cup DesignInitial Quartz Cup Design  

Initial IdeaInitial Idea::  

–– Quartz cup made at NIST Quartz cup made at NIST   

–– Quartz to metal transition commercially availableQuartz to metal transition commercially available  

–– A simplified clamp only touching metalA simplified clamp only touching metal  



    

Why It Did Not WorkWhy It Did Not Work  

Design never even got on paperDesign never even got on paper  

Cryogenic quartz to metal transitions were Cryogenic quartz to metal transitions were 

all magneticall magnetic  

There was not enough room for the There was not enough room for the 

simplified clamp above the beamsimplified clamp above the beam  



    

Next DesignNext Design  

FeaturesFeatures::  

–– Solid quartz cupSolid quartz cup  

–– Thinned in beam Thinned in beam 

pathpath  

–– Normal clamp styleNormal clamp style  

QuestionsQuestions  

–– Thermal contractionThermal contraction  

–– Overall lengthOverall length  

–– Manufacturability of Manufacturability of 

quartz cupquartz cup  



    

Clamp AssemblyClamp Assembly  

Material: Titanium 

Turnbuckle 

 

Overall Length 

 



    

Not Quite Final Cup DesignNot Quite Final Cup Design  

Not Thinned 

Aluminized 



    

Final Cup DesignFinal Cup Design  

SS Ring 



    

Final ProductFinal Product  



    

Final TouchesFinal Touches  

Indium sheet under Indium sheet under 

quartz cupquartz cup  

–– Smooth surfaceSmooth surface  

–– Thermal contractionThermal contraction  

Slight modification to Slight modification to 

indium support ringindium support ring  



    

InstallationInstallation  

Installation tediousInstallation tedious, , 

but simplebut simple  

LNLN22    shields were shields were 

only casualtyonly casualty  

Leak tight through Leak tight through 

first first cooldowncooldown  to to 2.92.9KK  



    



    

ConclusionsConclusions  

Need to do more thorough offline tests including Need to do more thorough offline tests including 
sample loadsample load//unload and thermal cyclingunload and thermal cycling  

Initial results are promisingInitial results are promising  

Background comparison as expectedBackground comparison as expected  
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